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.Upon completion of this module, the

student will have a working knowledge

of orthographic, pictorial and iso-

metric drawings` and types of lines,

and will be able to.identify them and

,understand how they are applied in

reading' blueprints.

Of)

Performance Indicators:

The'student witl complete a Self

Assessment exam and a Post Assessment

exap covering the topics, and will also'

complete an assignment
consisting of

six orthographic and isometric drawings.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide 1

For successful completion of this module, complete.the tasks in the order listedbelow. Check each one off as you complete it.

2.

Read the Goal and Performance
Indicators on the cover of this module.This will explain what you can be expected

to learn from the module ands'how you will
demonstrate it.

I
Read the Introduction section and study the Information section. Inthese stptions you will acquire

the kno:41edge necessary to pass theSelf'and Post Asses'sment exams.

3.
,Complete the required assignments on the Assignment

pages. Turn them into your instructor for review.

tt

4.
Complete the Self AssesSment exam. This will show how well you can expectto do on the Post Assessment exam. Compare your answers with those onthe Self Assessment Answer Sheet found immediately following the exam. "Ifyou scored poorly, re-study the Information section or ask yourinstructor for help.

#4

5:
Complete the Post Assessment

exam.,, Turn the answers in to your instructor.'It is recommended you score 90% or better before
continuing with the:next module.

.
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1,NDIVIDUAilIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS
o

Intioduttion

One of the problems in all drawing is how to depict a three-dimerisionsal object on
a two-dimensional sheet of paper. Any attempt at showing all three dimensions on
a single drawing will result in foreshortened..lines.that will not represent true
dimensions of the object. To show an object's true shape, the draftspetson must
make two or more related drawings, each bf which depicts the-object in two of its
principal dimensions only-- width and depth, width and height, or height and depth.
Almost without exception, working drawings are made this way.

Sometimes however; it is desirable to portray the object more nearly as an observer
would normally see it--that is; to show all' three,principal dimensions at once.,
Several methods are employed for making drawings of this picture-like type, and all
are useful for illustrating the overall shape and generil features of technical
objects. However, all of these pictorial drawing methods have a common disadvantage
that makes them generally unsuitable for the production of Working drawilgs:..the'
true measurements of the, object. AO
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information
ORTOHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

The drawing method almost
universally employed in' the making of

architectural and
engineering working drawings is called

orthographic projection:, the drawingsproduced-in this way are
orthographic or "true" drawings, as

A
oppfted to the

picture -like drawings made by pictorial
drawing methods.

Unlike most pictorial
.drawings, orthographic drawings are drawn to scale, and true measurements can tie,

.

taken froi ihem.

A

sa

An orthographiC view shows one face or side of an object to the extent that it
would be seen by an

observer looking squarely at that side or :fade. No pictorial,
techniques

are employed- for an
orthographic drawing, the abject being 'shown in its

*
actual form, not isapparent

form. 'This makes.it possible for the draftsperlon to
indicate, in a series 0 'related

orthographic views, the true size, shape, and
location of every part of the object and to

present dimensions in a. clear and
precise way. *

VISUALIZING THE OBJECT FROM
ORTHOGRAPHIC WORKING DRAWINGS'

.

The orthographtcLprojection draWirng method (aigo called "three-view" ornmultiviewn
:drawing) can best be

understood from a study of the thfee most cormion orthographic
viewstop, front, and side views-as they are employed in mechanical

drawings to
_represent a simple

object,,as-for example in Fig. f-13.

AU,"

I
Each of the

three,orthographic viewstn Fig.-F-13 reveals the
shape'ofitheebject,asperceived,froM a particular viewing direction.

Collectively, the three views provide
,a 651pleteillustration

of.the object. The top view
shows it .in width and. depth.

The ront view, which is obtained by rotating the object 90° on its vertical axis
aw tfrom the front view, shows-it in height anqdepth:

Wadditional orthographic
views are required

to complete the
description of an object,.they will be developed

. by further 90
o
rotations, and thus will will

bear right-angle
relationstiips to the

6
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top, front, and side views. Front, side, and rear views are called elevations.

Hidden featUres are indicated on orthographic drawings by means of dotted lines,

as in the front andSide views in Fig. F-14.

it
In an orthographic drawing, o y those object lines that are .perpendicular to the

observer's-direction of view- that is, parallel with the picture plarie--are shoWn
.

in their true scale length. The oblique line\A-B is drawn in true, proportion in

the top view in Fig. F-15. In thefront view, however; the line A-B is drawn

shorter than its true scale length and therefore is not shown in true proportion.

0
FOP VIEW.
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Fig. F fly

Orthographic (multiview) projections

I.1{ONT VIEW

we'
Fig. F -14 Fig. F.T-1,5

Hidden ;lines in orthographic views . Oblique lines in orthographic projetion.
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From thits ciscussrlon, $t will be-seen that the shape-of,an object cannel? be
visualized from ,a single orthographic view; all the related

4views must .be- studiedtogether. The importance of this rule will become apparent as more complex working
drawings are encountered.

4

TYPES OF LINES IN WORKING 'DRAWINGS
,

Several types of lines, each having a specific meaning, are:employed in the making
of vorking draWings; 'some :lines are thicker than others, some ar'e'solid, and some.

are' broken. Some of the more common types of lines with an examie of their appli-.

,,t

cationp are shoWnin fig. f-16. Such a listing-of conventional drafting lines is.
called an "alphabet of lines."

In

a

71- 611 41-9"

KITCHEN

91-3"'Al

4. 4011'

Zt

-a .4.44

- /

51- 3"

6" -
LIVING i300M

'1101WVII EiNI

I 00.11,CT I INE

IN {SI III I (MINDEN) oll.',ECT I IN)

SEC NON LINE

CEN11:A? LINE

)N(i ikPEAK EINE

EX l'ENION EINE

MEN:-ION LINE

Fig. F-16. Lines used in working drawings.
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PICTORIAL DRAWINGS
. v c

'Because 4 pictorial .drawing show.more than one Tacd of the object; itcamive more

`infoimation about the shape of 'the object than would be, possible with any single

tho aphic view. For-this reason, persons Without technical training find pictorial

drawin s'the'eatier type to understand. The'm4in disadvantage of pictorial drawings
. lies heir distortion oftrue object lines and angles; this makestheM unsatis-

factory for describing complete and detailed forms. -iowever,.they are useful in
4

cases where the measurements of the image need not correspond e'eCtly with thosof
the actual object. For example, thearthitect uses a pictorial drawing to show his

Or her client how the house will look when completed.

The two prinCipal types of pictorial drawings are perspective and axonometric
,

drawings. A.third type, the oblique drawinOis partly axonometric and partly

orthographic. Because of th'e 'distorted appearance of bbject's drawn by the oblique

method, it i not widely used for pictorial representation aTid will 'not be discussed t,

further here-.

PERSPECTIVE DRAWINGS

The type of pictorial draWing that represents an object. most clearly as it isseen
by'the -human eye is the'perspective drawing.' The optical line relationships ina

perspective drawih are like those in a photograph; that is, alllines that are

parallel on-the actual object tend to converge at some distantdpoint on the drawing.
ty.

7 :

Perspective drawings are iteldom used as working drawings;-they ale coed mainly in

sales and proMotion Work and as architectural "presentation" drawings%
_ .

AXONOMETRIC DRAWINGS
\

The term "axonometric" refers to the class of pictoilal drawings in whichrall the

measurements necessary for making the drawing are made on'the three-principal a es

of the object or on lines parallel with those axes.A A rectangular solid drawing in

this way'consists of three sets of lines, each set being parallel to one of the
. .

principal axes, And reveals three of its faces. An infinite number of axonometric
Positions is possible, the!choice of position depending uR n how the object, is to.

.be dewed: (See Fig. F-17.) the isometric position, secon rdm the right iff,ihe

:illustration, is the one most often emRloyed. An exonometric drawing -in the isometric'
_position is called an isometric drawing,
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Fig. F-17.
Axonometric drawings In ageral positions

-THE THEORY OF 'ISOMETRIC DRAWING
The Theory of isometric drawing is that the object is viewed from the exactposttion'in which' three of Is sides are see) equally foreshortened: In making an. isometric drawing, the draftsperson first lays out the three isometric axes--onevertical and other two tipped up 30° from a horizontal baSe line, as shown in. Fig.F-18. The height, width, and depth of the; object are measured off on these axislines. Since all lines on or parallel with the isometric axes are foreshortendedequally, they will be'in true proportion;

however,, they will never appear as truescale lengths, as.do the lines in orthographic drawings. The relationship of an-*Metric view. and three
orthographic views,of an Object is shown in Fig. F-19.

ANGLES IN ISOMETRIC DRAWINGS\*.
Angles cannot be directly

transferred from
orthographic drawings to isometric.drawings; this is so because,angles do not appear, in their true-Shape'in isometricdrawings.. Totr'ansier angles in.making

an isometric drawing
from orthogriphicviews, the-drftsperson firSt transfer the interjection points of-the lines thatform the angles, then draws

theangle&from tA transferred points. (See Fig' F-20.)'

'4

CURVESy ISOMETRITDRAWINGS
Like angles, curved

suffer distortion in being transferred from orthographic drawingsto isometric drawings.' To transfer a curve; the draftsperson first plots points orbthe isometric drawing from,similar locations along'thecurve on the orthographicdrawing., 'then connects the points with a curved line. (See'-Figs. F-21 and F-22.)*To simplify
tiransferrtng the points;,he or she may lay out a grid of.rectangularcoordinates on the

multiview drawing and a corresponding
isometricArid on thesheet for the

isometric drawing.

14
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Fig. F-18.. Layout ofisometric axes
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Isometric drawing and orthographic views of an object

Fig. F-20. .

Orthographic projection and isometric

0 drawing of an object with an angled

surface
Fig. F-21

OrthOgraphic projection and isometric

drawing of an object with a curved

surface
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Orthographic projection and isometric

drawing of an object with g center
hole J /



In .eachof,nthe,two, rectangular -grids on this page, sketch the top, f)-ont, and right. -side-views of the Abject shown-in the sma ll isometric drawing. In eachof the fourisometric grids on the following gage, make isometric sketeheslof, the object shown
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

A0

After you have studied the material in the module, complete the exercises by -

writing in the word that belongs in each space.

1.- The drawing method used for making most working drawings is called

2. Orthographic drawings are drawn to and

- can be taken from them.

3. An orthographic view shows only one
ors`''

measurements

of an object,

4. In architectural drawings, a view from above is called a(n) view.

5. A listing of conventional drafting lines used'ingthe making of a worRing
drawing is called a(n) of

6. The type of drawing that represents an object most nearly as it would be seen
in a photograph is a(n) drawing.

7.. A pictorial drawing shows more,than one of an sbject.

8. The type of pictorial drawing in which all of the principal, axes are equally
foreshortended is the #xonometric drawing.

In an isometric drawing, two of the three principal axes are tipped up
degrees-froth the horizontal; the thik axis is
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S5LF ASSESSMENT ANSWER SHEET

1. orthographic projection

2. scale, true

3. face., side

4. top
of

5. alphabet, lines I

)

6. pictorial

. 7. view

8. axonometric

9. 30°, 90°



INDIVIDUALIZED. LEARNING SYSTEMS

Post
Assessment

Listed below each numbered item are fOur possible answers)Or completibg phrases.

Decide which of the four is correct, or st nearly correct; then write the

'correspon tter in the blank space o the left of that item.

fp

The drawing method almost universally employed f6 making working drawings
.

is called:

a. orthographic projection c: perspectiVe drawing
b. isometric projection d. scaling

2. One disadvantage of pictorial drawings is that in general they:

a. are too large .for use on the job
b. are suitable only,for exterior views
c. do ngt accurately represent object lines and angles

. d. give a poor dVerall view of an object
ro

3. An isometric' drawing is.one'kind of:
/

al orthographic drawing c. axonometric draWing
b.' perspective drawing d.. multiview drawing

4. An orthographic view showS how many sidesiotkfaces of an object?

a. one c three
b. two d. four .

5.. The true shape of an object cannot ba visualized from a single:
0

a. orthographic view: c.- pictorial view
b. perspective view, d., axonometric view

6. The drawing shown below is properly called:

. a. pictorial c.: multiview
b. orthographic 0. isometric



7. The draWinq shown below is properly called,

a. perspective, 'c. s axonomelric
b. isometric. d. orthographic

8. The drawing shown below is properly called:

a. piCtonial c. axonometric
b. perspectivde d. orthographid

a

;

9 The drawi4shown below is properly called:,

a. multiview c. oblique
b. orthographic d. isometric



10. The drawing, shown below is properly called:

6 0

a. pictorial 4

b. mulstiview
c. isometric
d. 'orthographic .

, ,
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